
☐ THE BOY IN THE PLASTIC BUBBLE (1976)
My main takeaways from this were John’s crying face, his extremely short
shorts, when he goes to a beach party in his plastic bubble and gets left on his
own, and when the horse girl jumps over him while he’s in the bubble. Also the
end, which I won’t spoil, but it involves the horse. The theme for the movie is
by Paul Williams, so that is an automatic plus from me.

☐ SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER (1977) - One of the few genuinely
good movies you’ll find on this list. If you haven’t seen it, don’t make the same
mistake I did and think it’s mostly John disco dancing (though there’s plenty of
that) and eating folded pizza (there could be more of that).

☐ URBAN COWBOY (1980) - File this under my “Cowboy Saga” with
Midnight Cowboy, Drugstore Cowboy, and of course the song "Rhinestone
Cowboy." This makes the list entirely because of John’s beard in the beginning
of the film. And because it features “Look What You’ve Done to Me” written by
David Foster which Foster performed on an episode of The Real Housewives
of Beverly Hills. And because the plot revolves around a mechanical bull riding
competition at a honky-tonk. TW: Spousal abuse in this one.

☐ STAYINʼ ALIVE (1983) - John reprises his role of Tony Monero in this Saturday Night Fever
sequel that was produced, written, directed, and cameo-ed in by Sylvester Stallone. The entire movie
feels like a lead up to the final line, which I won’t spoil here.

☐ PERFECT (1985) - “We want Boy! We want Boy!” --a chanting crowd of fans outside of a hotel
for Boy George. More of this movie than you’d think is close ups Jamie Lee Curtis’ and John’s crotches
in spandex while they dancercise.

☐ THE EXPERTS (1989) - This movie is about total dweebs Travolta and Arye Gross being
tasked with running a nightclub in a town culturally stuck in the 1950s. In reality and unbeknownst to
them, the town they are brought to is a replica US town in Soviet Russia used to train KGB spies in
American culture, and John and Arye are there to teach them how to fit in in the US during the late
eighties. That’s just the premise, I won’t even get into what ensues. You’ll just have to rent the VHS
and check it out for yourself! Also this is the movie where Kelly Preston and John Travolta met!!

☐ GOTTI (2018) - John spends most of this movie in a bad wig (nothing new) while clenching his
jaw and moving more stiffly than I ever thought possible for a man who was such a good dancer in his
youth. This movie is incoherent. Apparently MoviePass owns it and launched a Rotten Tomatoes
campaign to give it good audience reviews when all the critics panned it. There’s not much more to
say, other than it’s Kelly Preston’s last movie with John, and her second-to-last movie before her
passing.

☐ THE FANATIC (2019) - Another movie not only worth a watch, but you'll
be glad you did watch it. This one is directed and co-written by Fred Durst (of
Limp Bizket, AKA Britney Spears’ alleged ex) and features Devon Sawa blasting
Limp Bizkit in his car. Fans of Travolta having weird hair and outfits, this one’s for
you. Same goes for fans of movies funded by Redbox. Also worth noting is that
John won the Razzie for Worst Actor for this and Trading Paint in 2019.
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